Cesarean delivery during second-stage labor: characteristics and diagnostic accuracy.
To characterize dysfunctional labors that lead to cesarean delivery in the second stage and to assess the accuracy of diagnoses of abnormal fetal descent. Thirty-one patients delivered by cesarean during the second stage because of abnormal labor or presumed cephalopelvic disproportion were studied and compared to 62 control cesarean cases delivered for the same indications in the first stage. The clinical diagnosis of dysfunctional labor that led to the cesarean was compared to the diagnosis made by retrospective analysis of the labor curves. Cases did not differ from controls delivered in the first stage in maternal age, race, parity, gestational age, weight gain, or the frequency of associated medical complications. The newborns were not significantly different in birth weight,ponderal index, sex, or the incidence of low Apgar scores. Among study patients, 94% had a second stage labor dysfunction determined by graphic labor analysis, predominantly arrest of descent (69%) and failure of descent (28%). In 79% of cases a dysfunctional first stage preceded the abnormal second stage. Among these first stage labor abnormalities, 68% were not recognized during the labor. Characteristics of patients delivered by cesarean during the second stage were similar to those delivered before full cervical dilatation. Second stage labor abnormalities were usually preceded by an abnormal first stage. There was considerable inaccuracy in the diagnosis of second stage labor dysfunction.